To: Renate Behrens, Chair, RDA Steering Committee

CC: Anne Welsh, RSC Secretary

From: Jessica Grzegorski, RDA Examples Editor

Subject: Formal response to RSC/TechnicalWG/2024/1/rev, Proposal to revise the element hierarchy for appellations of work groups

The RDA Examples Editor thanks the Technical Working Group for their work and this proposal, which brings consistency and clarity to work group elements.

**Recommendation 1:** Declare that Work: **authorized access point for work group** is an element subtype of Work: **authorized access point for work**.

Approve.

**Recommendation 2:** Declare that Work: **identifier for work group** is an element subtype of Work: **identifier for work**.

Approve.

**Recommendation 3:** Revise the definition of Work: **authorized access point for work group** for consistency and clarity.

Approve.

**Recommendation 4:** Revise the definition of Nomen: **authorized access point for work group of** for consistency and clarity.

Approve.